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92 To Become Ex-Spartans After March Graduation
Odom Relaxes Before Flight

’Revelries’ Rumors
Invade Council

Blockaded Russians Leave Frankfurt

Rumors Are ’Exaggerated’
Bishop, Cirigliano Declare

More March Lambs Becoming
Lions This Year Than in ’48

By DWIGHT GEDULDIG and LEONARD KREIDT
Revelries mismanagement rumors were aired in last night’s Student Council meeting when Pat Walsh, Speech and Drama department representative, stated that dissatisfaction had been eipressed
by various faculty members.
She said they had objected that klieg lights were rented when
nearly identical equipment was
available on campus.
She asserted that backdrops.
rented by "’Revelries" on a weekly basis, were still on the Morris
Daily stage, in spite of the fact
that the show had closed more
than a week ago. "Presumably,"
she stated, "the rent is still goSixty-five students singers will ing on."
appear on the stage of the Morris
PROPS MISHANDLED?
Dailey auditorium at 8:15 tonight
Miss Walsh added that the
in the A Cappella Choir concert. Speech and Drama department
William Erlendson, associate was also unhappy over alleged
professor of music .Will direct the mishandlir.g of props by the
choir in 12 companions, accord- Revelries stage crew. She said
that the props had beer/ borrowed
ing to the Music department.
from the department.
’ Wesley Walton, senior music
Revelries Director Ray Bishop
major from Campbell, will appear and Business Manager Dick Cirias soloist with the choir in one gUano were questioned about the
of the two compositions by rumors by Daily reporters after
Vaughan WI llama.
the Council meeting... ...
Thpv ,tatprl that ploptripsal Jar-

65 Student Singers
To Participate in
A CappeNa Concert
(4cose relephos2)

Odom. (left) engages in a game of gin Rummy with
Stewardess Helen Arbois prior to take-off on his latest recordbreaking flight.
At a late hour last night, Odom was reported flying over
southern Idaho, dependent upon his instruments for bearings.

Small Town Plot Fairness Group
Has Complications To Chart__ _.

i.

President To Give
35 Credentials
A total of 92 students will receive A.B. degrees March 23, ac
cording to William H. Neal, registrar. Informal graduation exercises
for the graduates wIl be -held in the office of President T. W. MacQuarrie.
At the same time, 19 of the graduates will receive teaching

Spartan Spinners
Bring Old Vienna
To Women’s Gym

credentilds. Teaching credentials
will also be granted to 16 post
graduates.

This year’s March graduating
class boasts 14 more in: its ranks
than the March class ’of 1948.
However at the end of the autumn
(Acme Radia-Telephore)
U. S. Military Policeman stands by as the Soviet Repatriation MisThe gay, yet nostalgic music of quarter 115 students received A.B.
sion in Frankfurt drives out of its blockaded mansion and heads for
the waltz, once so popular in pre- degrees. .
the Russian zone border. In, retaliation for beirt forced to leave,
war Vienna, will he heard tonight
Russians ordered all American graves registration teams to leave the
Men in the graduating class
in the Women’s gym, as Spartan
Soviet zone of Germany.
couples learn the’ intricate varia- number 85 while women total 23.
tions of the Skater’s and other
Of the 108 graduates and post
Viennese waltzes under the guidgraduates,
27 are from San Jose.
ance of Walter Grothe.
The others represent 45 California
Grothe, sponsored by the Spar- communities and 5 cities in other
tan Spinner folk dance club, is an
states.
outstanding dance instructor and
is considered to be an expert in
Thomas Wall, student body presLOS ANGELES, March 7. (UP)i
waltzing.
of
art
the
idegt,
is among the graduates.
University of California at Los
the!
’from
represeettative
A
DWI
’D
tr1
Dr:
to
Accorettnt
"lfrgetes officals rapt yesterday to I
A. B. Degrees
state deplirtment of Social Wel- can. Spinner dance instructor.
. .

Valued Psalm Book Welfare Employee
Returned at UCLA To Interview
Students Tomorrow
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rairness uroup
liasSomplications To Chart
In ’Right You Are’ Exam Procedure
MTlaii 10Wil rlOT

The plot of "Right You Are,"
In what was probably it’s last
Pirandello’s play which opens in
meeting of the quarter, the Fairthe Little Theater March 10, cenness committee Friday resolved to
ters around the inhabitants 9f a
send out instructions lo all insmall town, who are in a hubub
structors concerning the proper
to discover the truth about the
examination procedure, William
wife of Mr. Ponza.
Gould, fairness committee memPonza, the court -secretary be- ber, reported yesterday.
lieves he has married a new wornan when he marries his second
Fairness is to be the key word
wife, but the mother of his first ; in the preparation and distribuwife believes it is really herj
,. tion of examinations, with emdaughter. Porza calls his motherin-law mad, and she calls him phasis placed on :BM examination sheets. The machine -scored
mad.
papers are to be checked for both
Ponta claims that his first wife
was killed in an earthquake and right and wrong answers. Preis dead, but in spite of everything, viously they had been checked for
the old woman swears that the either right or wrong answers
woman in question is her own only.
child.
Sample statements of course
Who is right? There is no evicontent and objectives are being
dence. The earthquake destroyed
everything. Anxious inquiries that prepared by members of the comalmost reach a point of solution mittee. Action on the statements
will be taken later.
dissolve into nothing.

’Any Nifesscage--Puhleez?’

and Business Manager Dick Cidas soloist with the choir in one gliano were questioned
LOS ANGELES, March 7. (UP)
about the
of the two compositions by rumors by Daily reporters after
University of California at Los
Vaughan Williams.
the Council meeting.
"Pewees officals met yesterday to
They stated that electrical ar- decide what action to take against
rangements were entirely in the
a 27 -year-old,,, graduate student
hands of the stage electrician,
who
tried to "steal the $100,000
who was told to get whatever he
needed. "Evidently he did not Bay psalm book from the uniknow of the college -owned lights," versity library.
All on-campusbouricizations have Cirigliano said.
Charles J. Glenn, the suspect,
reived
ec
entry
for Lambda
BACKDROPS ON WAY
he took the book late Satursaid
Chi Alpha’s first annual Soap Box
Backdrops were f:acked and
Derby day April 29, Mel Hulse, ready to go last Thursday, ac- day night from the library as
chairman, announced Monday.
cording to Cirigliano, but did not "part of rift initiation into a seThe derby, a posh cart -relay go out because Railway Express cret. society."
team combination, tillu be held on company picks up freight only at
"Obviously, a thief wouldn’t
Seventh street between’ San ear- the Science building, shipping
los and San Fernando streets.
ramp, while the drops were back- *teal so rare a book," said Glenn,
free on $2000 bail.
Prize* will be awarded for the stage in the Morris Dailey. This
rule
to
unknown
was
the
Revelfirst and second place winners and
"It couldn’t be sold."
for the most original ptishcart. ries stage crew. Cirigliano said.
Glenn. a University of Oregon
Judges for the originality contest but the drops are now on their
graduate. insisted the attempted
will be downtown businessmen way to Los Angeles.
whose names will be announced
In regard to the Speech and theft was a prank, and head lilater.
Drama department props. Director brarian Lawrence Clark Powell
Bishop stated that Douglas Mor- agreed.
rison. Speech and Drama faculty
Powell, however, said he would
member, had taken the props back
commend "severe" disciplinary
Monday and that Revelries had
tion.
arranged to pay for minor Items. ., He said "it was the most sensalost.
He emphasized that the tional attempt to steal a rare
"Better Cooking Through Un- losses had been remarkably small kook" in his memory.
proved Cook Books" is the title of compared with the amount borThe book, on loan to the school
the last of the series‘ of exhibits rowed.
from
A. S. W. and Philip Rosenprepared by Dr. Margaret Jones’
MAY FILM ACTIVITIES
class in theory of teaching home
A professional film record of bach of Philadelphia, is insured
economics.
Spartan activities will be produced fitir $100,000. Glenn will appear in
anThe display on cook books is the as a part of San Jose State’s fu- superior court tomorrow to
burgof
suspicions
swer
charges
of
work of 011ie May Neil, a senior ture publicity program if the Stuborne economics major. Miss Neil dent Council approves a sugges- lary.

Frat Will Sponsor
Soap Box Derby Day

contends that better cooking may
through linpeoved
cook books with accurate measures, improved directions, and
tested recipes.
She has shown cook books used
In 1810, 1870, and 1888 along with
books used today. A section of the
display shows how to make your
own cook book with notebook,
tabs, oil cloth, and post cards,
Recipes can be obtained by sending to food companies for booklets, Miss Neil remarked. Preparation of foods can be made more
Interesting by the use of regional
recipes.
Miss Neil has shown some of
the methods and recipes of Alaskans and Virginians.

In State Capitol
President T. W. MoQuarrie, Dr.
Lyle DoWney, and Mr. Joe H.
West were in Sacramento yester(Acme Teleploose)
day to discuss plans for the build’Hello, nobody’s home." That’s what this new machine mys to
program at San Jose State
a
igiar
After
rings.
phone
when
the
you’re
away
and
-era
ringer-in
’ling
college.
salutation, the gadget takes a message on ita wire recorderup to lo
. They conferred with officials et
minutes of palaver. George P. Ryan (above). Mohawk Business
Machine Corp. president, explains workings of machine, which will
’the state divition of Architecture
aell for less than 1400.
on plans for the proposed speech
and music buildings.
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Nineteen Century
Cook Book Display

tion by Tit* Hartrantt.
The Athletic Director agt
Council last night for $1000 to
help pay for filming a picture depicting outstahding events of the
school year.
Hartranft has obtained an estimate of $2500 from
Three-Crown Productions, a local
film studio.
The PE department head statcd
that he had $1000 available already toward the total cost.. He
did not reveal the source of his
department’s ready cash.
Council members heartily approved the idea in an informal
balloting, but sent the proposal to
the Board of Control for its recAdviser E. W.
ommendation.
Clements suggested that various
interested departments might be
able to donate small sums from
their limited budgets.
NEW COOTCIL MEMBERS
New Council members who
were seated last night for the first
time were: Dick Russo and Dick
Kelly, representing the freshman
class; Jack Passey, who represents junior class interests, Dave
Down from the sopohomore group,
and Rhoda Anderson, who is also
Co-ed }tee director in addition to
her Council duties as senior clash
representative.

University police nabbed Glenn
rly Sunday morning as he
leaped out of a library window
clutching the book.
It was not damaged.

Students Tomorrow
the
A
representative from
state deptirtment of Social Welfare, James Lyser, will be on campus tomorrow to interview students for jobs as Public assistant
workers, grade 1, according to
Milton B. Rendahl of the Social
Science department.
All students interested should
sign up for an interview with Miss
Doris Robinson in the Placement
office. Lyser will be on campus
from approximately 11 a.m. until
5 p.m.
assistance
Duties of public
workers include receiving sel_in01(1
vestigation applications to
age security, aid to the blind, aid
to dependent children and indigent aid.

Cirigliano Issues
Spardi Gras Call
A meeting of representatives of,
all organizations participating in
this year’s Spardi Gras festivities
has been called for 3:30 p.m. today in the Morris Dailey auditorium, it was learned from Dick
Cirigliano, this year’s Spardi Gras
chairman.
"This meeting is mighty important, and I would like to see
every organization represented,"
"Trigger" Cirigliano remarked.

is considered to be an expert in
Thomas Wall, student body presthe art of waltzing.
idest, is among the graduates.
According to Dr. Carl D. DtitiA. B. Degrees
can, Spinner dance instructor,
Emil A. Anderson, San FrancisCaliofficial
teach
the
Grothe will
co; Betty Patnoe Arends, San
fornia Folk Dance version of the
Sktiter’s waltz. This version con- Jose; Paul H. Arnaud, Jr., Redtains 9 or 10 variations of the wood City; Jack J. Barcelona,
If time permits, other San Jose; Barney L. Barnett,
waltz.
Viennese waltzes will be taught, Los Gatos; Barbara B. Blabon,
San Jose; James A. Black, Jr.,
Duncan said.
Oakland; Mario P. Bonicelli, San
Robinette Woodside, newly elect- Jose; William A. Brennan, San
ed Spinner president, said yester- Leandro; Vernon E. Brooks, Moday that the waltz instruction is desto;
Robert G. Burger, Buropen to all students and faculty lingame; Robert M. Calender, San
members desiring to learn fancy Jose; Richard J.. Carpenter, SanViennese waltzing.
ta Cruz; Thomas W. Case, Yuba
Dance instruction begins at 8 City; Robert R. Cavender. San
Francisco; George L. Chamberp.m.
lain. Seattle:. Don CArlos Cherrington, San Francisco; Carroll
M. Collier, Chowchilla.

$494 To Red Cross
Red Cross solicitors who visited classrooms yesterday collected a total of $494.17, according
to Bobbie Brown, local drhe
chairman.
This is less than one-third of
the $1720 quota which the Red
C’ross hopes to collect from &IS
students in the current drive.
The Red Cross will solicit
funds from students tomorrow.
Miss Brown said, -We will make
it or not!"

Home Et Convention Planners

Jack D. Kelly, Palo Alto; Betty
Shoor Klein. Palo Alto; Stuart
Knott, Redwood City; Robert Livingston. Paso Robles; Robert C.
Locke, San Jose; Robert E. Lockney, San Jose; William N. Logan,
San Jose; Frederick C. MacDonell, Jr., Los Gatos; William H.
McEnroe, Long Beach; Bruce W.
McGrady, Los Gatos: Leroy C.
McLaren, Bishop; Katherine V.
McPhee, Watsonville; Allen J.
Maitin, San Carlos; Edward C.
Mullen, Gilroy; Allan M. Murphy, Camden, N.J.; Robert D.
Newcomb. Santa Fe, N.M.; Richard W. O’Donnell, San Jose.

Freshman Students
To Receive Awards.
A prize of $25 and a scholarship
of $100 will be awarded to two
fteehmen students by the Patron’s
tissociatioh, according to Mrs. R. I.
Rodah, president of the group.
The $25 prize will be awarded
to a freshman who has shown
creative ability.
The $100 scholarship will be
awarded on the basis of scholarship, good. character, and need.
Any student enrolled in the current freshman class is eligible to
eeceiVe either of the awards, Mrs.
&dab said. They Will be awarded
NO the basis of merit.
Applicants are asked to see Miss
Dimmick, dean of women,
who is chairman of the faculty
Committee which will make the
awards.

4elen

James E. Curfrnan, Santa Rosa;
Grant A. Denmark, Palo Alto:
Edward A. Dilling, Jr.. Burlingame;
F. Robert During, San
Francisco; Esther J. Elbert, Cupertino; Harold B. Ellis, Cupertino; Edward U. Fatzer, Campbell; Albert E. Figg, San Jose;
Donald Fitton, Lindsay; Guy, P.
Fones, Burlingame; Anthony W.
Fontes,
Capitola;
Aldana
E.
Freeman, Willows; John A. Goth berg, San Jose; Carl J. Henoch,
San Jose; James H. Hilt, San
Jose; Edmund L. Hilscher, San
Jose; Edward B. Hogan, San Jose:
Arthur W. Hover.
Cloverdale;
Koichi Ishizaki,
San Francisco;
Garrett F. Jeffery. San Jose: Constantine D. Kazarinoff,
Menlo
Park.

Photo by Ray Hesse.
Pictured working on the recent convention of home economics
clubs at San done State college are Alida Morse, president of the
workshop conference, Betty Naylor, president of Eta Epsilon,
Miss Gladys Nevenzel, faculty adviser, and June Winters, chairman of the decorations committee. These and ether members of
Eta Epsilon planned the two-day activities which the American
Home Economics association sponsored here over the week -end.

Everett M. Olson,
Berkeley;
Sumner E. Orr, Jr., Burlingame;
Chris J. Panopulos, San Jose;
Howard E. Phillips, Los Gatos;
David A. Reiels, San Jose; John
L. Rodriquez, Sunnyvale; Vivian
M. Rose, Centerville; Samuel W.
Rowland, Jr. Coalinga; H. Lee
Sander* New Ftockford, N.D.;
Francis W. Smith. Campbell;
Stewart E. Smith, San Jose; Jacqueline I. Townsend, San Jose;
(Continued on Page 3)
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Ideal Memorial Chapel Site
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Is
Former Country Editor

The best available location for the propoSettmemorial115PotilicityAgent
-chapel is on the San Carlos turf.
At a recent, Council meeting. location of the chapel
came under fire. Some of the members called for a more
ventral location for the edifice and others did not like the
idea of having athletic events going on in the ehipel area.
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By BOB HEMINGWAY
When Lowell C. Pratt was editor and co-published of the Selma
Enterprise, his special peeve was the, publicity agent seeking free
San Jose State college is in the early stages of expaii: :pace in the paper. Mr. Pratt is now in the position of the publicity
agent. It is his job as public relations director for San Jose State
kiwi. Dr. MacQuarrie is making, changes in his master plan college to gut the names of the college and its students into as many
newspapers as possible.
nearly every day. With sites for new buildings blocked out
Mr. Pratt came into the public
there
are
in an attempt to maintain an integrated campus,
relations field via 30 years experience as a newspaper man.
few spots left that would be desirable for the chapel. Best
turf.
of these now available is on the San Carlos
After graduatkon from Columbia

He worked three years as city
editor of the Pomona Progress,
quit, and became a reporter for
the Pasadena Star-News.

There would be unlimited opportunity for future
classes to landscape the San Carlos chapel area. forming
a garden spot on campus. When a men’s gym addition extends east along San Carlos. the chapel would be nearly
enAosed in a guadrangle of its own. ail ideal situation.
There is no sense in waiting five or seven years when
there is a site available now with so many advantages.

Let’s Keep Our Traditions
Most colleges and universities in our country operate
under traditions. which have been set .up through. die years,
San Jose State college is no exception.
Possibly. ’with the increased enrollment and the hurry
scurry. atmosphere, students haven’t become aware of the
tradition of -no smoking in the Quad."
There is plenty of room in the great outdoors surrounding the Quad, where persons can smoke as muck as
they please.
There is a reason for this tradition. Let’s observe it
a beautiful thing uncluttered
and keep the Quad as it is
said* niirm nAtt a. /mmHg sing 1 111)11V17011 With lia/1/11:4.

Lowell C Pratt

THRUST
AND
PARRY
’Unfair’ . . .
If You Think If Is!
Dear Thrust and Parry:
Yesterday’s Spartan Daily carried an editorial stating that the
current "Miss Who" contest is
unfair because no male student
could be expected to recognize the
rear view of a co-ed from the
waist up.
In the first contest an entry
was submitted within an hear after the posters were disislaved.

Combines Willi Competitor
In 1926 he purchased the Selma
Enterprise. Competing with the
town’s other weekly newsPaPeN
wasn’t profitable for either, so
they combined. Mr. Pratt became
editor and his partner took charge
of the shop and commercial printing. They sold out in 1947 and
Pratt came to San Jose.
Looking
backeditor,
on hi"he.20believes,
"aril’
as a country
that one of the wisest ruler* be,
learned was, "Never let the resselers get the drop on you. If you
make a mistake, tell them before
they tell you," he says.
Like most country editors, Mr.
Pratt had his share of embarrassing and amusing situations. He
once had to quell a group of irate
worpen whose singing he had criticized. Another time, a printer forgot a "not" and the title of a
’minister’s sermon was listed as
’Why I am an Atheist’. These
and many more such experiences,
he intimated, help to make an
editor’s life varied and interesting.
Figure It for Yourself

"Don’t worry, lady.

He’s harmless."
1

Wednesday, March, 9
Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity and Delta Zeta sorority
joint meeting.
Kappa Kappa Gamma Pledge-Active meeting, Student
Union, 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
Psychology Club meeting, Student Center. 7:30 p.m.

411111aL4rirthat .11

Friday, March 11
"Right You Are."
Student -Y. Spring Retreat, Friday 4:30 to Sunday
4:307
Inter-f rat formal. St. Francis Hotel. .
Co-rec Activity night. Women’s gym, 7;10.
CCF. Intercollegiate symposium. Student Union, 6-10
p.m.

REVIVED
pEAcE 130’ CLUB -TAKES
-CAMPUS --LIFE

nalism subjects, and a B average
in all major Subjects may be eligible to join. These grades are to
be checked every quarter to pielc
up any students wbo,might make
the necessary grade averages.
"We undertook such
graced-

44.

seipppotift.--=

Saturday. March 12
"Right You ..ire."
Kappa Sigma Kappa dance. open. Scottish Rite Temple. 9 to 1 p.m.
Social Affairs committee party. closed.
The mystery of the’ missing "30" club has ien solved. The
’Spartan Chi Social, 8 to 12 p.m.
organization really wasn’t missing at all, but P,Ist, extinct’ for a while,
Royce Root, president of the society for future newspaper employees,
Suittiav, March 13
revealed recently.
"Right You Are."
"For the past two quarters we have felt a vit4ad for re-organization of the "30" club, It has
Blue Key movie, Morris Dailey. 7:30 to 10:30 p.m.
been only recently that defkulte of the three journalism fields, with
a’
C
plus
average
in
ail
non-jourSymphony Band Concert, Morris Dailey. 3 p.m. .
plans have been formulated," Miss
Root explained.
The "30" club was first organimd in 1945 under the leadership
of Phil Robertson, former Spartan
Daily editor. There had been several journalism department societipq hafnrp that time. hilt Rnhert.

oik
Over
4,01,04 wAsH11.4

Tuesday, March 8
Choir Concert, Morris Dailey Auditorium. 8:15 p.m.

Thursday, March 10
."-Right You .Aie (If You Think You Are)", Little
Theater, $:15 p.m.
Frosh-Sopli Mixer, day, San Carlos Turf; night, Dance
in ilTomen’a Gym, 8:30 to 11 p.m.
Kappa Delta Pi, Pot Luck Supper. Congregational
Hall Student Center, 6:30 to 11 p.m., closed.

asiverflAY, in 1920, be joined the
staff of the Springfield, Mass,
Republican.
Feeling the paper
was not living up ts) Its pest reputation, he quit and returned to his
home town of Pomona,,CaUfornia.

If chapel construction was delayed Tor from five to
seven ’years, a location might be found in the area east or
Seventh street. Even then it would take many years for
landscaping to approach the pastoral tranquility which will
mark the tree-studded San Carlos turf when physical editcation activities are moved out.

Published every school day by As Associated Shadowts of Sattvloso Stole
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Monday, March 14
"Right You Are."
Student Body Council. open. Student Onion, 4:34:te,
r
t
6 p.m.

spoinetesigmn,thireciaiderati::;:thz
Sie can’t -

mey please.
There is a reason for this tradition. Let’s observe it
an keep the Quad as it is a beautiful thing uncluttered
with cigarette butts and unhazed with smoke.

You Gotta Go Right
Helen Olseen, head of the Science room of the Library.
wonders at the strange inconsistencies that people display.

"We drive on the right side of the road, we usually
kilep to the right in the corridors between classes, but we
frpd it impossible to keep to the right when going in and
mif of the library," she observes.
This results in traffic snarls when two people are trying
to leave and enter the library at the same time by the same

door. Many suffer bruised noses as a result.
Miss Olseen points out that every door has a glass window. She feels that if students would look to see if there
is someOne on the other side of the door before pushing it
open, and if they would keep to the. ’right. such mishaps
could be prevented.
We think she is right.

rear view of a co-ed from the
waist up.
In the first contest an entry
was submitted within an hour after the posters were displayed.
Twenty-nine students attempted
to guess "Miss Who." Thirteen of
the twenty-nine guessed correctly.
By these figures it is obvious
that many people can recognize a
girl by the back of her head and
from the waist up.
Perhaps a movement could be
understaken for higher eye-level
(less eye strain) recognition of
female students.
This contest is in conjunction
with the play "Right You Are (If
You Think You Are)", opening
Thursday night in the Little Theater.
The theme of the play is "what
is truth, and who is to say what
is the truth?" So, for the illusive
pictures of "Miss Who" we see
what we think we see, for, "we
are not one, but a group of personalities created by other people."
To our, editorial writer we dedicate Pirendello’s comedy, "Right
You Are 1If You Think You Are.)"
JIM CAPUTO, ASB 2655.

Discourteous Porkers

Arbor Day Commemoration
par

(temp 7 plerdltoo,
Nurseryman Joe Badger (left), who in his youth used to steal fruit
from Luther Burbank’s trees, prunes a flowering plum tree as Burhatirs widow looks on. On Arbor Day, wItich this year will commemorate the 100th aruilversary of the birth of the great horticulturist, this tree will be planted in Mrs. Burbank’s garden at Santa
Row Caine, near the spot where her husband is buried.

V% fly
I am an
A TrICISt .
I rleSe
and many more such experiences, iz,ed in 1945 under the leadership
he intimated, help to make an of Phil Robertson, former Spartan
editor’s life varied and interesting. Daily editor. There had been several journalism department socieFigure It for Yourself
ties before that time, but RobertWhen queried as to whether his son felt a newer and bigger organpaper was radical or conservative, ization was needed.
Mr. Pratt merely smiled and said,
Department heads and inter"I was a postmaster for five years ested students in the fields of adduring the Roosevelt administra- vertising, journalism, and photogtion. Figure it out for yourself." raphy met and outlined the purHis many years of newspaper pose of such an organization. The
work seem to have had little effect name "30" club was chosen since
on the former editor, aside from "30" in newspaper lingo means
"the end" or "that’s all." The
turning his wavy hair a steel grey.
club lived up to its name since
Although often called upon fer
there has been no other society
"extra -curricular" activities, such
in this .department to take its
as joining or addressing various
Place.
civic committees, he thinks public
The constitution has been rerelations work much easier than vised
recently, and it is now awaitrunning a country newspaper.
ing the approval of the Student
Mr. Pratt has been married for Council.
Until that is received
30 years and ’has a daughter and the club feels it is best to keep
a granddaughter. At present he out of publicity as much as posis building a home in Santa Clara. sible.
Change Member Requirements
"You’ve got to admire- Hayes.
Although there is relatively litHe worked his way through col- tle change in the constitution
lege."
itself, a few insertions concerning
,."Yes, but now he’s trying to membership have been made. A
college his way through work."
student whose major is in any one

Supersonic Wind Tunnel

Dear Thrust and Parry:
Well I parked on S. 5th St. between San Salvador & William
and between there and the campus
I noticed only four "N aughty
Parkers." This is an improvement
over Wednesday morning when I
noticed eight. Their license numbers are:
5R4626, 6314355, 9G6386, and
8.1499.
Let’s have some comment from
some of you who park at other
places around the campus and
also see wasted parking spaces.
I believe that if this discourteous
parking is brought to everyone’s
attention it can soon be corrected.
Yours for more courteous parking,
Alvin B. Campbell
ASB 719
Professor - "You in the back of
the room, what was’the date of
the signing of the Magna Carta?"
"I dunno."
"You don’t, eh? Well, let’s try
something else. Who was bonny
Prince Charley?"
"I dunno."
"Well, then, can you .tell me
what the Tennis Court Oath was?"
"I dunno."
"You don’t!
I assigned this
stuff last Friday. What were you
doing last night?"
,
"I was out drinNing beer with
some friends."
"You were! What audacity ’to
stand there and tell me a thing
like that! How do you ever ex;
pect to peas this course?"
"Wal. I don’t mister. Ye see,
I just come in to fix the radiator."

ble to join. These grades are to
be checked every quarter to pick
up any students who.might make
the necessary grade averages.
"We undertook such a procedure of determining membership
since we felt it would be an incentive for the interested students
to strive for better grades, thus
making them potential "30" club
members,"- theagtractive young
president said:WP
Noted speakers and interesting
field trips have always been two
major attractions of the club. Such
notables in the newspaper world
as Day Bowerman, regional director of the United Press, and Ted
Huggins of the San Francisco
Press club have spoken betoee the
group. Tentative plans for several guest speakers during Spring
quarter are in the making now.
"Hello Folks" Was Club Project
An ’annual project of the old
"30" club was the "Hello Folks"
edition of the Spartan Daily. This
paper was written and edited by
"30" club inombens who told the
folks back home all about dear
old San Jose State clle,ge. ) The
paper usually sold for 10 ceilts a
copy and all proceeds went to a
worthy cause such as the Chapel
fund.
At present, club members are
checking grades of all department
majors to see who is eligible to
join. Initiation of new members
will take place shortly after the
;
beginning of spring quarter.
"We plan to swing into SpriAg
quarter with lots of ideas Arid
plenty of members," Royce Root
concluded.
Mrs. Dolores Spurgeon is adviser
to the group.

"Right You Are."
’
Siudent Body Council. open. Student disk* 4430,4e.
t
6 p.m.
Engineering Society Dinner. Calvary Methodist
Church, closed.
Tau Delta Phi smoker. Alum Rock Park Lodge,
closed, 7:30 p.m.

Falling Inflation Leaves Sri Flat Busted
A chap named Bob Loefflebien
sometimes writes a thing for thei
Stanford Daily called "Bull. Session". Usually the column is pretty terrible, but the other day he
eagle up .with something rare,
though hardly original.
It has to do with the girl who
is center of interest at the banquet table as she tells a sophisticated story. Suddenly she realizes
one of her falsies has slipped.
NVhat should she say?
1. Look, ambidextrous!. 2. And
did you hear the joke about the
lopsided Chinese?
3. Oh, these
plunging necklines! 4. It’s udderly
impossible to keep body and soul
together these days. Inflation is

everywhere. 5. I must be slipping.
Now consider that the young
lady didn’t know that her gay deceivers had gaily deceived her.
How should a guest politely inform her of theslip-up?
1. (A sailor) Pardon me, but
your cargo has shifted. 2. (A dentist) Pardon me, but you’re losing one of your fillings. 3. EA
lawyer) Could I handle your
breath of promise suit? 4. (Advertising man) Yes, we advertise
to make mountains out of molehills.
5. (Gambler)
Cheaters,
cheaters. I’m surrounded by cheaters. 6. (San Jose State man) Pardon me, but your falsie has
slipped.

Ordered From Russ Zone of Germany
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i’ruman or Not

(Acme Tasplwar)
L)r. Fritz Fekimann, at viewing port of North American Aviation’s
new supersonic wind tunnel in Los Angeles, makes a last-minute
check of the test missile before the blast of air is released at
supersonic speed by Engineer G. M. Geary at the master control
board at right. The wind tunnel will test guided missile and aircraft models for speeds over 4000aniles per hour.
(Acme Telephoto).

Ordering ,senior pictures can
be both contusing and exciting
especially when the photographer taking !ha order has pictures of famous men gracing his
walls,
A distinguished, smiling face
brought this comment from a
woman waiting in the studio Uf
a local portrait -photographer:
"Good heavens, isn’t that Truman up there"
,
The photographer laughed and
answered, "Why. no. That’s one
of the deans at State.",
"But, who!" stuttered the
"I’d swear he was
woman.
Harry Tramp:"
A testier ordering his -Pigterrs
answered amusedly. Its Dean
eaten raid Fibula."
Has ^wont ever told Dees
1’italan,,that he looks "just like
Mr. Truman"?

(Acme Radio-Telephoto)
Members. of U. S. Graves Registration team aselesed-ont (if ’Meek indium .tby Russians in retaliation for U. B. misting of Soviet Repatriation mission, study map of area after their return to Berlin.
room, left --to right: Opi. sem, Pennyopolia, Poe; PVC Martinet,
San prosejjpecr, nit Sgt. Kock (pointing), Learenirsrit, Was. AMT.
left to right: Cpl. Keller Khoxville, Tenn.; Cpl. Vonhaff, Los
Angeles.
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Burlingame;
Philip J. Vandor,
San
Francisco;
Ada S. Vera.
Frank E. Vizza, San Jose: Thomas
Oakland;
Robert A.
G. Wall.
..fioarp.Park
A. R. Men" With Tes,chieg

Calls for iightentig:tontrol
Over Army, Navy, Air Arms

15 p.m.
7f1rority
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30 p.m.
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, By LYLE C. WILSON
WASHINGTON, March V. (a).Congressional opposifion to
details of President Truman’s new national defense proposals was
foreseen today partly on grounds that they should assure grease
economies.
On the whole, however, there appeared to be general
sonal agreement with the President that the attempt to unify
the three armed services under
existing legislation has been disappointing. Congressional sentiment is for changes in the unifit
cation act which was passed ia
1947.
Typical Coagressioaai’essaateatt
Senate Majority Leader Scott
w. Lucas. D..
"I aka wholeheartedly in favor of any hagislaiion that will tighten the unification of the services to the point
where one man has the power of
decision over the army, navy arid
air force. ,We can’t have divisions
that create disagreements, bickering and misunderstanding without
someone to settle them."
Sen. Styles Bridges, R., N.H., a
member of the Senate Armed
".em ices Committee: "We passed
the unification bill two years ago
A ad have been waiting some time
to see Its objectives accomplished,
including the substantial saving of
money. Thus far savings have not
been forthcoming.
’While I want coordination of
three departments. I doubt if
is a good thing for the country
make each of the three sub.o:-vient to an all-powerful super secretary. But I do think the secretary and chief of staff should
have the authority to arbitrate
and settle differences of opinion
so that we can have a functioning
setup."
Needs Tightening
Sen. Richard B. Russell, D., Ga.,
leader of the southern filibuster
battalbon and a member of the
Armed Services committee: "I
think the existing law could stand
some tightening. It would be helpful While the President wants
consideration of this matter, along
with housing, rent control legislation and the European recovery
program, it looks now as though
%%e can’t give consideration to

(Acme Telephoto)
V.
Moident Truman joins in a three-way handshake with his outgoing Secretary of Derense James
Forrestal (left) and incoming Louis A. Johnson iri-;,hti at the White House. Johnson is a former Aseffective
sistant 13e:retary of War in President Roosevelt’s cahinet. Forrestal’s resignation be
March 31,

Passengers Escape Injury as Airliner Crash Lands

Twenty-one members and
pledges of Kappa Alpha order,
national social fraternity, solicited funds for the civic Red
Cross drive Sunday. It was the
first time a Spartan fraternity

Hayward, home - making; Jean
Edingston Smith, Buttonwillow,
general elementary; Dere! Stockfleth, Hayward, physical echication; Milton E. Ward, Berkeley,
physical education; Wanda F.
Weigum, Lodi, art.

Post Graduates ’Receiving
Teaching Credentials
Claire Michaelson Benzrun, Pale
A It o, home -making secondary;
Daniel L. Berrar. San Jose, art
secondary; Richard E. Calvello,Ban Jose, industrial arts secondary; Stewart E. Clegg, Redwood
City, physioal education secondary:. Marian W. DuJardin. San
Francisco. art secondary: Dolores
J. Edenhofer. Sacramento, general elementary: -Willard K. Hill’Carmel, business education
secondary: Clark M. Howard,
Rena J. lantrey, Yorkville, Cal- Greshem. Ore., general elemenif., businesV4ducation; Feed W. tary.
Meisehke,
Oakland,
industrial
Melville S. Hohnson. Fort Bragg,
arts: Rose H. Neil. Richmond, Industrial arts secondary; Robert
general elementary; Helen C. Nel- P. Johnson. Livermore, industrial
sen, Davis, General elementary; arts secondary; Constance L. KasJean S. Patterson, Morgan Hill, ter, Palo Alto. art secondary:
general elementary; Gayl Quinn, ,Merle G. Knox, South Milwaukee,
Wis., industrial arts secondary;
’George F. Miskulin, Sacramento,
physical education secondary;
:Thomas H. Riddle, Waterford, industrial arts secondary; Richard
J. Voris. Santa Cruz, physical
I education secondary; Herbert P.
!Witt, Stockton, industrial arts
Miss Marianne Rogers was se- secondary.
lected queen of the Junior Prom,’.
"Jardin du Soh’ Saturday night
10 End
from among 400 co-eds who at--i
-aoth, .
tended.

,
(Acme Radio-Telepbato)
John George Haigh (strove), dapper London businessman, confessed the "vampire" slaying of
las persons whose blood he allandli sucked through straws

New President

&later
rack

Miss Carol Seibold and Miss 71119
Janis Beecroft were chosen as the
Gifts
queen’s two attendants
were presented to the girls about
Members of AWS will end win19 p.m.
ter quarter activities Tuesday.
"It was the best danee that has March 15, by gathering in the
been’ held at the Civic auditorium," Student -Union to pack clothing
according te Jay McCabe, audi- for an English children’s home,
according to Marilyn Zeller, acttorium manager.
ing AWS president.
’Queen
ntest chairman Carl
Pot4uck dinner will be served
Holmberg estimated a recordbreaking crowd of 400 couples at- "’atter tile clothed are packed. The
’drive, which is being conducted
tended the formal affair.
on a competitive basis, is the
Rich Gets Deskset
AWS service project for this
Dr. earl Rick, junior class ad- quarter. The lower division group
viser, was presenied’with a desk- is headed by Marilyn Russell, and
pen set during the dance as a Angie Partelli is chairman of the
token of appreciation for his help. upper division.
Corsages were given to the patron Upper division women may
Mien ’am, the 4arn"Wrirhi.n. intitOps:

Stiident

Aeronautiq Group
Sees tAir Display
At San Francisco

;’ v

Jerome D. Cooper Sacramento,
Musk siteanikatrk: Henrietta- 0.
Edwards, Pali Alto, art secondary; Robert E. Grand, Los Gatos,
industrial arts; Dolores Marie
Hischier, San Jose, general elementary; Frank J.
Kennedy,
San Jose, industrial arts; Doris
J. Kltir, San Jose, general elementary; William H. Klinker,
San Jose, industrial arts; Barney A. Kukolsky, Santa Clara, industrial arts: Carl P. Leijon, Palo
Alto, industrial arts.

L

"After two years of chanting
bigger and better, I have run out
of nice things to say about new
issues of Lyke. All I can say is
. that students should buy their
issues early, before they run out,"
said Mike ’Thomas, business and
advertising manager of Lycurgime
The winter. quarter edition of
Lycurgus, which will be out
March 14. will have 44 pages, an
increase of eight pages over last
quarter. There will be many feature articles in the current issue.
Among these will. be a humorous
story about the ski club, written
by Alex Perry.
Stan Bennet, the artist that did
a two page pictorial satire on
campus life, has submitted another such effort that will picture many of the familiar faces
around the campus.
Thomas revealed that "since
last quarter’s issue was sold out
by noon, a few hundred extra
copies have been ordered to meet
the expected demand.-

a4.:;
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time
(Acme Telephoto)
DC -3 made a
Toreive passengers and three crew members escaped unhurt when this Capital Airlines trouble
shortly
engine
goireed "belly -landing" on a farm near Imperial, Pa. The plane, which c*veloped
the emergency
after it took off from Allegheny County airport, snapped a power cable as it came in for
landing.

(Acme Telephoto)
Dr. Felipe- Molas Lopez (above)
was named provisional President
of Paraguay, at Asuncion, as a
civil-militsry movement Wok over
ParagUkx: In’ a bloodless coup,
overthrowing Provisional President
Gen. Raimundo Rolon on his 26th
night in office.

iAnna McFarland
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with housing, rent control legisla- national social fraternity, solition and the European recovery cited funds for the civic Red .
program, it looks now as though Cross drive Sunday. It was the
we can’t give consideration to first time a Spartan fraternity
these things for a long time to had taken part in this off-campus
project, according to Mrs.’ T. W.
come.’’
Sen. Elbert Thomas, D., Utah, Laraway, district ’chairman.
"The boys went out under the
b() two years ago sponsored an
all-out unification bill: "The Pres- direction of their president Jerry
ideal’s message apparently would Owens and collected over 4450 in
go back to the origheal bill and I ’two and one-half hours, said Mrs.
liked his saggeotiois very much. Inrsway,
The present law provides for uni- I Participating were: Paul Dit"M,
fication by dividing responsibility Bill Gwinn. Lawton Rogers, Ed
a very funny way to get unifica- lBrajenovich, Dick Biersch, Wartion. Mr. Truman’s new message ren Bishop, Ted Richmond, Ray
Indicates that authority would be ! Hanagan, Les Penterman, Ray
restored to the place where it Bowdle, Art Butler, Dick Frost.
ought to be lodged."
Gene Bernard, Pat Brennan, Bill
The President’s recommenda- Swift, Ed Morgan, Matt Brazil,
tions, sent to Congress on Sat- Bob Kastner and Jim Francis.
urday, .were:
1. To create a department of
National Defense in which the
secretary would have authority for
direction and control of the secretaries of army, navy and air force.
2. Give the secretary control
also over the munitions board and
The frosh-soph mixer will be
the research and development held here March 10, Pete Cirivilboard.
leri, chairman of the. day’s pro3. Create the offices of Under- gram, announced yesterday.
secretary of Defense and AssistAfternoon games will include
ant Secretaries of Defense; the Tug o’ War. 5-legged races, relays,
holders of these offices would be and wheel barrel races.
the administrative aides of the
Mixed couples from both classes
Secretary of Defense.
will participate in badminton and
4. Provide for a chairman of
volley ball games during the
the joint Chiefs of Staff.
afternoon. Cirivillerl said.
At 4:30 a basketball game will
be held in the Men’s gym, and at
8:00 the two classes will present
a dance in the Women’s gym.

(Acme Telephoto)
DC -3 made a
’Twelve passengers and three crew members escapea unhurt when this Capital Airlines
shortly
lamed "belly-landing" on a farm near Imperial, Pa. The plane, which ckveloped engine trouble
emergency
after it took off from Allegheny County airport, snapped a power cable as it came in for the
landing.

College Students Visit United Nations at Lake Success

Sophs To Battle
Freshman Class
For Mixer Honors

Teaching Jobs
Open Lcically

Learn Quicker-at Less Cost
DON’T APOLOGIZE
-MODERNIZE YOUR DANCING
Forirof - Welk
Rumba Samba

Teaching jobs in Contra Costa
county and Tulare county are.
available according to Miss Doris
K. Robinson, director of placement.
"
The Contra (osta position. pays
$2820 a year eine! the Tulare job
$300(). For further information inquire at the Placement office immediately, Miss Robinson said.
Disappointment is the nurse of
Sir Boyle Roche.
Madan!.

14 Years
mo,

in
San Jose

Wale IN . . Done. Out!
(Look for RED-STRIPED Door at)
Padre Thafrir Entrance)

441 So. First

Col 4942-J

Sokl. Rented Ropairaci
HUNTRI-PETIRSON
EQUIPMENT COMPANY
71 E. SAN FERNANDO

BAL 4234

1J VG/ 1411 U WIJ.16

viser, was presented with a desk pen set during the dance as a
token of appreciation for his help.
Corsages were given to the patronesses and the two women judges.
Judges for’ the queen contest
were Miss Trula Hart, women’s
e?mmentator for radio (station
KEEN; George M. Dawala g,
Junior Chamber of Commerce’s
"young man of the evr.," and
Miss Winifred West, personal
shopper for MOWS.
Businesses which contributed to
the decorations were Posey Gardens, a Burbank florist, which
furnished potted plants of camelias and ivy, and Mossholder’s
in Burbank which loaned 85 potted
shrubs. The Garden Patio Shop
In Willow Glen donated lawn
chairs and an umbrella table for
the convenience of the patrons.
Stagnaro’s of Santa Cruz loaned
the fish nets that were used to
decorate the ceiling.
Others Who Helped
Among the persons who helped
with the decorations were Bill
Dunlavy, Dick George, Phil Ward,
Maxine Cordrey, members of Sigma Kappa sorority, and many.
others.
sf:
Fred ItOss, baritone, and Mks
Evelyn Hasehlsoa, mosso soprano.
sang selections from "The Desert
Song."
"The ,Prom was a financial sueeiss," GeOrge Buehring said. Pa’trons considered the prom ’the
best college dance’ they ever attended."

is headed by Marilyn Russell, and
Angie Panelli is chairman of the
upper division.
Upper division women may.
bring clothing contributions to
Mrs. Pritchard’s office any time
Wednesday. Lower division contributions should be left at the
AWS lounge. Project chairman
Beverly Busch emphasized that
all types of clothing will be accepted, but asked that the articles be in reasonably good condition.
Committees in charge of the
March 15 dinner-meeting are:
food, Grace Hetrick, Angie Panelli, Marilyn R u ss el 1, Bev
Busch; entertainment, Gi nny
Luke, Rhoda Andersen and Mona
Morris; decorations, Peggy Etherton and Lynn MacDonald.
A regular meeting will be held
tomorrow in room 24 at 4.:30. All
women students are invited to attend.

Reg Dance Plans
To Be Discussed
Ely SA Committee

)JL U

£,flJflSfl
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Gen. Raimundo Rolon on his 26th
night in office.

Anna McFarland
Takes Post
In Home Ec Group
Anna McFarland of the University of California college of
Agriculture at Davis ’was -elected
president of province 15 of the
American ! Home Economics association at the closing section of
the two-day college club workshop held here Friday and Saturday. She succeeds Alida Morse of
San Jose State college.
Other officers elected at -be
Saturday afternoon session were:
Isabelle King of the College. of
the Pacific, vice-president; Edith
James San Jose State college.
and Adele Rummel. Chico State
college, secretaries.
.
,
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In its last meeting of the quarto the best
kal..
ter the Social Affairs committee’
tENhrner-stakcl’f
will lay final plans for the spring
Reg dance. The group meets at
Sal. 2634
255 So. 2nd
3:30 today in the -Student Union.
Committee chairmen who will
give reports on the Reg dance are
Hetty Brownlee, patrons; Kay
Dewey, entertainment: Marjorie
Fbbrio, band; and Dorothy Littig,
33 W. San Antonio 5t.
police.
IVIUlloaliseDuring.a visit to the UN at Lake Success, N.Y., two collegt students stop to chat wit)
C.I. 5575-W Res. Bel, 6665-W
.
Bus.
Final arrangements also will
itsao4altigates. Here, left to right, Dr. Mathur U.M. Jodhpur of India; Eve Osler of Montreal, Can.
Ladies: dressers end men’s points
be hkule for the Social Affairs
* 41411Ornlices Edw4r4s se Philadelphia, and Gen. A G. L. McNaughton of Canada, get acquainted
shortened. New and half pockets
on men’s clothing. Men’s collars
Registration of all WAA mem- barbeque-barn dance, March 12.
turned. Lace and linen tablcofili
bers intending to take the master Eula Laughton is chairman of the
mended.
lesson in Modern dance from. eyent.
Charles Weiciman, wilt be held in
the Women’s gym today. from
Zippers fitted to dresses and skirts.
11:30 to 2-.30 p.m. and 4:30 to
Coats and leather jackets relined.
5?30, and tditibt-rbw befiveen.11:30"
and 2:30, according to Pat Roan,
Photo Supplies - RA/ling
publicitY chairman.
An Amazing Offer by
The class will be held Monday.
at StiateCiar Street
11
March 14, and will be open to 70
The second annual San Jose San Jose State college with a solo! In addition to Boniceili, the staff students. Those who register first
State. college air meet will take; license or one superior to it.
! Includes B111 Hawking’s,
op- will be accepted. Registration fee
Pipe Mixture
place May 15 at Warm Springs
Bonicelli said that alumni mem- erations; Dick Saube, operations;
The pipe that ewer/smoker ants DANA. the
airport, it was announced recently hers of the fraternity will be in-! Nick Mitichevieh, secretary; and.
modern pipe, with brighciv polished alunuf
by Mario Bonicefii, who has been vifed to a picnic to be held in Bob Moore, treasurer.
GOOD GOING, SPARTAN
aim shank and wwipw
selected as manager of the meet.
connection with the meet.
BASKETBALL TEAM
Students interested in entering
Win !hal N.A.I.B. Trophy
The meet is sponsored by Alpha
He said that San Jose mer- the meet should &intact Alpha
Eta Rho, aviation international chants will be contacted in an ef- Eta Rho members or faculty perSAN JOSE BOX LUNCH
honorary fraternity. Competition fort to obtain sponsorship for sonnel at the aeronautics laboreal. 8422
’135£. Saa_Aaparlio
with inside wrappers
La open to .any flier registered at prizes.
’
atory.
,1
from 2 pocket tins of
PIPE NIETISE
WPA $1GMA KAPPA

’S PINE INN

dais Alteration Shop

astier-,kleAsop
tate3d’fof WAA

’Air Flat To Sponsor Warm Spring

Alterations & Repairs
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Sky Meet May 15, Says Bonicelli
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Spartans Down Detroit Five

Counter Blockade

By JOHN ROMERO
KANSAS CITY, Mar. 7(Soecial to the Spartan Daily)San
Jose State College’s sharpshooting cage crew scored a convincing
63-52 win over Lawrence Tech of Detroit here last night in the first
round of NAIB Tournament play.
The winners, paced by center Stu Inman’s 25 points, took a commending lead midway through tbe first half, and staved off two Tech

New Scoring
System Used
In SJ Rings

3

/Acme Roijio-Telephoto)
Guarded by U. S. Military Policemen. a German workman digs into
the ground to cut off water to the mansion where the Soviet Repsu iation Commission in Frankfurt, Germany, was being blockaded
after its refusal to leave the U. S. scone. Marshall Yassily D. Sokolovaky, Soviet commander in charge of the Berlin blockade, said the
action against the Russians was "shamefuL"

’Never Again’

IAnnouncements
JUNIOR CLASS COUNCIL:
All unsold from bids must be
turned in to the Graduate Manager’s office this, week, or the
person holding them will be
charged for tWern.
SOCIAL AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Meeting today at 3:30 in the
Student Union.
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL :
Meeting today at 4:30 in the Student Union.
STUDENT
CALIFORNIA
TEACHERS ASSOCIATION:
Roy E. Simpson will speak today
at 4:30 in s-112. Dr. MacQuarrie
and Dr. Sweeney will be guests
of honor.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Meeting
tonight in room 24 at 7:30.

__
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If present day standards .are
used and unproved upon, boxing
bouts can be more evenly matched
arld in advance much the same as
other sports in collegiate competition.
DeWitt Portal, coach of the
San Jose Spartan boxing team,
came oat with a soaring and
rating system that gives him and
other coaches, the boxers, and the
boxing fans a chance to see better, well-balanced matching of
the two opponents in the ring.
Each boxer is rated to his best
ability. Using the number 50 as
an average college boxer, the
system goes something like this:
Wayne Fontes carries a rating
of 80; he meets an opponent with
rating of 76 and is defeated; the
man defeating Fontes would take
the rating that Fontes held and
Fontes would drop down half
way to a new rating of 78.
A man can improve his rating
as long as he wins. If the match
ends in a draw, both men retain
their previous rating as long as
there is a narrow span in the
two ratings. Should there be a
wide spread, of say 20 points, the
man with the lower rating would
go half way up and the man with
the higher rating would stay the
same until beaten.
Matching of opponents is not
allowed when there is more than
25 points between the two boxers. Therefore the leeway for each
boxer is 50 points--25 points
above and 25 points below his
score.
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threats in the second half for
victory.
The victory catapulted the Californians into the second round of
tournament play. San Jose will
play Eastern Illinois State College on Wednesday.
Last night’s game saw the
towering Detroit quintet in the
lead only once, when Tech guard
Dave Talbert sank a long push
shot less than 30 seconds after
the initial tip-off. Big Stu Inman,
the Spartan -pivot man, quickly
followed with a tip-in, and captain Bob tagen hit a running field
goal to give Walt McPherson’s
San Joseans a lead they never relinquished.
With Inman and guard Bob
Wuesthotf gobbling rebounds, San
Jose began slowly to stretch It’s
lead; but two pointers each by
Tech’s Walt Staconoshie, Norm
Hankins, and Carl Campbell
pulled the Motor City squad even
with the Spartans at 14-14.
San Jose guard Bob Enzensperger flipped in a jump shot to
break the deadlock, and Inman,
Wuesthoff, and forward Don MCCaslin went to work "with a vengance.
Staters Stretch Lead
Inman scored on a jump shot
from the key, McCaslin tipped in
two more points, and added a free
toss. Tech center James Stepler
batted one in. but the Spartans
came back when Wuesthoff, who
played a sensational floor game,
sank a 40 footer, and Stu Inman
leaped high to tip in another field
goal. At this point the visiting
Californians held a 25-16 margin.
McCaslin and forward Bob
Crowe followed with assorted
scores to put San Jose in the van
37-24 at halftime.
Tech. Closes Gap
Lawrence4 Tech, with Stepler,
Campbell, and guard Dave Talbert hitting from far out, pulled
to within 10 points of the Spartans shortly after the opening of
the second half.
Inman came through again,
however, to move the Staters
Irani.
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Seminary Students Dig Graves

1949 BOXING CAPT.

Pete Franusich, CCAA and
PCI 175-pound title holder, is
shown above giving the "big
bag" the business end of a
straight left in a recent workout.
Spartan
boxing mates
honored the Sacramento athlete last week by electing Fran ankh as their ,captain. In five
bouts this season, the captainelect has defeated four foes and
has been held to one draw. The
perpetual motion Mittman leads
San Jose State into Luis Obispo
Saturday night where they defend the CCAA title.Photo by
Athletic News Service.

(Anne Telephoto)
Francis Cardinal Spellir.an (left, background) talks with Rev. Henry
grave
digging
’by
students of the St. Joseph
Caulert while directing
Semi ary, who volunteered for the task, in the strike-bound Calvary Cemetery in New York. The seven -weeks -old strike has held
up the burial of 1020 bodies.

Intramural League
In QuarterFinals
Four cage teams emerged victorious in Intramural league play
held in the Men’s gym last night.
Scores were: Yellowjackets, 49.
Theta Chi. 29; Red Hots, 38, Mangini’s Murderous Marauders, 29;
Modesto Pirates. 49, Faultless
Cleaners, 34; DSG, 37, 69’ers, 22.
Intramural league semi-finals
will be held in Spartan gym toPete Franusich, pacifc Coast
night.
Intercollegiate 175-pound king,
was elected captain of the undefeated San Jose State boxing
squad recently by his teammates.

Franusich Elected Team
Captain By SJS Boxers
Horsehiders
Play Twice

The Sacramento junior is a
product of the 1947 novice thurney, wheit hp won the 175-lb.
crown. As a Sophomore last season, the ring sensation collected
both the CCAA and PCI crowns.
Coach Portal’s boxers have been
impressive in scoring 64 victories
In 84 bouts up to date. Of this
Thursday afternoon the Spar- total, Franusich has notched four
tans travel to California’s Ed- triumphs and one draw.
wards field to meet Clint Evans’
Captain Franusich and the San

Hoping to get started on the
25-game schedule facing him,
Coach Walt Williams will send his
varsity baseballers out after a
pair of wins this week against the
California Bears and the Moffat
Mantecas.

Margie Weaver New
President of Spears

San Jose Ski Squad
Seventh in PCI Meet
San Jose State’s ski squad
wound up in seventh position as
University of Nevada retained the
Pacific
Coas t
Intercollegiate
!championship at Yosemite National Park over the Veek end.
The Wolf Pack team of Reno
scored 196.5 points to capture top
honors in the three day meet.
1Ernst Petterson of the ,UCLA
Bruins was the individual champion in the jumping with Nevada’s
Bob Ramsay trailing in second
spot.

Spartan skiers placed eighth in
the jumping with 75.8 markers as
compared to tbI7 wNierTaindga.tostaalntoaf
100 tallied
Clara U. came in ninth with a
Margie Weaver, newly elected
total of 65.5 points.
president of Spartan Spears, received the gavel from Joan Hale
Tuesday evening, March 3. DarSAN JOSE
lene Dewey was elected vice president.
Other newly elected officers
;were Diane -Shank, recording secTUES., WED., THUR.
retary; Lois Pierson, correspondLana
Clark_ -

DRIVE-IN Theatre

1

1111111111110111
Aesse Telephoto)
Premier Henri Queuille (above)
of Prance, declared in an exclusive interview by A. L. Bradford,
of the United Press, that the U. S.
must never allow Prance and
Western Europe to be overrun by
Russia as ft was by Germany.

Denies Charge

I

(Acne Telephoto)
Nick Bez (above), Seattle fishing
meet owner, denied the charge
made by Senator Harry Cain (R.,
Wash.) that he was "one of the
most important financial angels
in the Yugoslav Communist movement in this country." Bez challenged Senator Cain to prove the
statement in his presence.
The cynic is one who never sees
a good quality in a man, and
never fails to see a bad one. He
is the human owl, vigilant in
darkness and blind to light, mousing for vermin, and never seeing
noble game. The cynic puts all
human actions into two ciasses
openly bad and secretly bad.
Henry Ward Beecher.

ELESTRIS SlAYER
Salm end Serving
1-Das
Ilar4Orr

ALPHA PHI OMEGA: Meeting
tonight in room 24 at 7:30.

FOR SALE
BLUE KEY EXECUTIVE
MEETING: Today at 1:30 in the
1934
PLYMOUTH
COUPE:
Student Union. All officers please Best offer takes it. Good paint
job, radio, nimble seat. 90 S.
attend.
13th, after 5 p.m.
BLUE KEY: Meeting tonight at
1939 DODGE 4 DOOR: Radio
7 in the Student Union.
and
heater. Make offer at 1269
CANDIDATES
FOR
ASSOCIATE ARTS DIPLOMAS: Magnolia. Bal. 6845-R.
1939 CHEVROLET 2 DOOR
Should have prograrm checked in
office of Dean of be ne ra I Educa- SEDAN: Radio, heater, foglights.
spotlight, good mechanical condition.
tion, good rubber. Must sell imSENIOR CLASS: Orders for mediately. $650. Call Co. 545-W
senior graduation announcements or 52 N. 15th.
now being taken in room 8.
1931 4 PASSENGER CHEV10:30-2:30
Hours:
MWF
and ROLET COUPE:
$125. Coolerat10:30-12:30 T. Th. Order Now!!!
or, 6 cubic feet, $45. 167 S. 11th.
NEWMAN CLUB: Executive
1929 . FORD CONVERTIBLE:
meeting tonight in Newman hall New engine and brakes. Good
at 7.
tirf.s, reasonable. Call Janet Anderson. Col. 8069-W.
STUDENT
"Y"
CHAPEL
SERVICE: Meeting today in the
FOR RENT
Student "Y" Lounge at 12:30.
MEN STUDENTS: One and a
INTERNATIONAL STU- half blocks from campus. Kitchen
DENTS ORGANIZATION: All privileges and telephone. $25 a
those interested in attending an month. 468 S. Sixth.
Italian dinner at 6:30 Thursday
MEN: Room for two, block and
in the Church Hall, are asked to
a half from campus, $5 per week.
call Alice at Col. 639-J, or Tia at
468 S. Sixth.
Bal. 8761 between 6 and 7 p.m.
today.
LOST

a

REMINGTON RAND,
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SHOP
THE SHAVERClass
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uns sourily
opening or
the second half.
Inman came through again,
however, to move the Staters
back to a 14 point edge, with
three close -in scores.
Tech, with 6 ft. 8 in. Lee Route man, and the 6 ft. 5 lit Stepler assuming temporary command of
the backboards, moved to 47-56
with 5 minutes remaining, but
Wuesthoff found the range from
far out, and, assisted by Hagen
and Inman, pulled the San Jose
five out of danger.
High scorer for Lawrence Tech
was Stepler with 16 points. Wuesthoff bagged 11, and McCaslin 10
for the Spartans.
airer

Lea thernecks Face
Mumbymen Tonight
Coach Ted Mumby’s varsity and
j,v. wrestling squads will face the
El Toro Marine matmen in Spartan gym tonight in their last
home meet of the current season.
The Spartans who finished thira
In the Far Western, wrestling
championships
Saturday, will
meet an unknown quantity this
evening In the leatherneck grapplers.
San Jose’s junior varsity team
is pending, but Numby will use a
varsity lineup of Bryce Wheeler,
115, Ben .Ichikawa, 128, John
Jackson, 136, Ralph Payne, 145,
Frank Waxham, 155, Pat Felice,
163, Dick Campbell, 175, and Phil
Bray, heavyweight.
The first match is scheduled
for 6 :3O p.m.

WAA Cagers
Down Sacramento

40 off per gaL
on Ethyl
SERVICE TOO I I

3rd and San Carlos

ROBERT LAWS

Solon of Photography

Easter Portraits

288 Park Ave.

10110 E. Strii Clare

Call Col. 8734

Fries’1.35
e’en,’ ,Awhy

Thursday afternoon the Spartans travel to California’s Edwards field to meet Clint Evans’
potent nine. Cal has had the same
misfortunes as San Jose State in
having the weather raise havoc in
earlier scheduled games. In their
single outing of, the year, the
Bears defeated Kenny Park with
Jackie Jensen supplying the punch
line by getting a scratch single
and a screaming line -drive four bagger.

Col.

Fireball Bob Jensen or Manny
Vargas, both ex-Seals, will probably open against the Spartans.
Other outstanding players for the
state champs include Logan Hooper, outfield and former San Francisco Seal ballhawk, Jake eau-’
field, shortstop and fromer Philadalphla Athletics star, and Pete
Lewis, former St. Louis Browns
outfielder.
This afternoon the junoir varsity squad tangles with San Mateo
junior college at San Mateo. Con
Maloney and Frank Wallace will
handle the pitching chores with
Bob Majors doing the catching.

aaa

en,

aaa

ident.
Other newly elected officers
Were Diane shank, recording secretary; Lois Pierson, corresponding secretary; Sally Moody, treasurer; Betty Schauer, publicity
chairman; Pat Anthony, historian;
and Peggy Etherton, A.W.S. representative.
After the installation of new
officers at the hone of Margie
Weaver, refreshments were served.
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"Homecoming"
SARGE GOES TO COLLEGE
Freddie Stewart
Show Starts at Dusk
Gish Road and Oakland Highway

BUSINESS DIRECTORY
ANGEL FOOD DONUT SHOP
Open 24 hours.
Rates for parties and clubs.
35 SO. 4TH NEAR SANTA CLARA ST.

ART MARTINEZ MEN’S WEAR

Arcade
Shoe Shine and
Repair Shop

Donegal tweed slacks 12.95
Gabardine leisure coats 19.95
88 SOUTH SECOND STREET

BEAUTY

General repairs using the
finest materials and workmanship. We clean and dye any
type of shoe.
JOHN & ANDY
179 South First St. Phone Ballard 7781

DRIVt-IN

BOX
Hair Shaping - Hair Tinting
and Permanent Waving
CORNER THIRD .& SAN ANTONIO ST.

,

D.,

RACKETTSSTATIONERS & PRINTERS
Office and school supplies.
Standard and portable typewriters.
60 SOUTH SECOND STREET

HOUSE OF FLOWERS
Floral arrangements for all occasions
Students receive special rates on all corsages
234 SOUTH SECOND STREET

LA VERNE SHOP
*Bowl for
RentalsSales--Repairs

Kennedy
Business Machines
% E. San Fernando

Col. 10197

M&M LAUNDERETTE Bascom
2267-M
Sc.

.111......-A.-
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in 84 bouts up to date. Of this
total, Franusich has notched four
triumphs and one draw.
Captain Franusich and the San
Jose ring team .are being groomed
for the tough part of their schedule. Saturdag finds the Spartans
defending their CCAA laurels
against all conference foes in San
Luis Obispo,
Idaho and ponzaga, two of the
top mitt crews in the nation, invade Spartan gym on March 18
and 23 for two important engagements. All in all, the San Jose
punchers will be very busy this
month.

Evans has a brace of moundsmen to choose from. Among the
more notable ones are Bob and
Dave Anderson, Wimpy Jones,
Tomorrow afternoon the same
and Hal Oxsen.
squad travels to Menlo Park to
The Moffat Mantecas, defending meet Menlo J.C. with Ray Jacostate semi -pro champs, are the bus and Bob Santos doing the
week end visitors to Municipal hurling.
Stadium where they will open
against Walt Williams’ squad at
2:30. The Mantecas have a pair
of wins to their credit by edging
Stanford, 5-3, and the Santa
Clara horeshiders, 11-10.

PLUS:
Rag rugs washed to look like new,’ four excellent
di-iers, 30 minutes a wash, drying ficilities, open
on week days, free parking, ADDS UP TO

CHICKERY-CHICK
I/2 Chicken
Delivery
Roll, French

MIL/A rain
a

7i/1

GIVEN AWAY EVERY WEEK

WE WILL DELIVER YOUR DINNER
Free
’til 9 p.m., 10 p.m. Sat.

iLainx-Lciz.

$6 IN FREE WASHES --

Col. 4745-W

:4

-
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ALPHA ETA SIGMA: Meeting
PINK
RIMMED
GLASSES:
tonight at 7:30 in the De Anza In red and beige leather cast. ReHotel.
turn to Lost and Found, or call
Jean Welsh, Bal. 7280. Reward.
A L L ENGINEERING M A WHITE ALLIGATOR WALJOFtS: May purchase bids to the
LET:
With keys attached. Please
Engineer’s Banquet today in the
return to Information office.
Engineering lab.
nesday at 4:30 in Room 157.
PROSPECTIVE GAMMA
SKI CLUB: Meets tonight in
ALPHA CHI .111EMBERS: Meet
room S-210 at 7:30. Movies will
in B-94 at 2 pin. today. Must have
be shown, and money for Cal Ski
$1.17 and hist3ries from each
Lodge reservations will be taken.
member. Petitio " goes off TilersTwo WAA basketball teams
SPARTAN SPINNERS: Skatfrom San Jose State college were
day.
er’s and Viennese waltzing tonight victorious last Wednesday when
PI EPSILON TAU: Meets Wed - in Women’s Gym at 8.
they joined in a playday with
Sacramento college, according to
Marie Gabriel, basketball manHay, Mows and 6ids
ager.
"Red" White’s team, the Hotshots, won its game 42-25, and
Hansen’s Blue Frogs, captained by
Barbara Patterson, won 42-36.
,
For
Lunch and folk dancing followed
the basketball games.

Spartan Service
Wort
Ossrsateed

I Iii1111-q1 Lillk
%0141104111%,14
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PASTIME
at the home of

Spartan Bowlers

Suits - Coats - Dresses & Formals
278 SOUTH FIRST STREET

LION SHOE STORE
Women’s white buck sport shoes 3.95
Fine new shoes for men, boys, children and infants

Men’s and Woman’s P.E.
classes held here. ’

12 Lanes

Open from 10 A.M.

FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Fred "Duffy" Paiva, Mgr.
We feature a 101 line of
,Bowling tall Begs and Shoes

JOSE BOWL
172 W. &sista Clete Bal. 8423

480 E. SANTA CLARA

THE PEN MAN
All makes of Fountain pens Repaired
stock of writing instruments in San Jose
finest
Largest
85 EAST SAN FERNANDO
a

TROPICAL ART SHOP
An amazing range of styles and values that make history
in costume jewelry.
10 E. SAN FERNANDO

